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GAME PROFILE:

Soldiers
The fol/owing Game Protile on Soldiers represeats a third approach (Q Games. In two
sections Lenny Glynn, the game's developer,
and Dave Isby who researched and designed
Soldiers, cover in depth the processes of
puttinq Soldiers through the mill at SPI and
assembling the raw data that makes Soldiers
an accurat, simulation.

by Lenny Glynn and David C. Isby

would allow. But simplicity
hardest thing to achieve.

turns out to be the

The original map that Dave used to test his
prototype needed to be redone. A few changes
were needed and at least one too many was
made: a confusing line that Dave treated as a
stream translated
into a ridge, a ridge that
blocked Line of Sight to 15% of the mapsheet.
(See the module on the development
of the

rnap.) Locations were assigned whimsical and
unpublishable
names and we began play testing with Dave's original rules.
Besides the Friday Night Crew, SPI's design
staff engages in a lot of gaming on the job. The
games tested Fridays have their most basic
flaws aced out during the week. The first of
our gallant company play testers to go "over
the top" on Soldiers were Nick Maffeo and Bill

PART}:
The Development Process
By the time a Simulations Series Game goes to
the printer it has been criticized, molded, and
polished by virtually
everyone in the game
department
at SPI and numerous interlopers
(otherwise known as "play testers," or the Friday Night Crew). This process has been outlined before but this article aims to cover it in
more detail with an eye for the human comedy
involved.
The Game in question is Soldiers, the latest in
the series of tactical games. Soldiers covers
small unit tactics in the opening months of the
First World War before the digging of the
Western
Front, the largest mass grave in
history.
Although Soldiers is being published in June
1972, it was conceived in the spring of 1970 in
the (now
legendary)
tenement
basement
which served as world headquarters of Simulations Publications, (then known as Poultron
Press). While Jim Dunnigan
and AI Nofi
chewed the fat (as is their wont) about the
problems of designing
The Renaissance of
Infantry, Dave Isby joined the conversation.
Isby was a British Viceroy in India, and a
captain in the Light Brigade in previous lives;
and is now the left hook of S&1's 1-2 research
team. Unexpectedly
Dunnigan changed the
subject and said to Isby, "Dave, how would
you like to do a tactical game on World War
One?" This was the inglorious conception
of
Soldiers although the pregnancy was long and
the birth pangs terrible.
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For almost
two
years,
Isby
gathered
information
for a World War One Tactical
game. He worked when he wanted, since the
game was not yet on any schedule. Early on,
he began playing prototypes, solitaire and with
friends. By early 1972, Isby felt his game was
ready for publication and brought it in. This is
where I came in. In March 1972 I had been
working
at SPI for four weeks,
mostly
proof-reading
and editing copy. Soldiers was
assigned to me as my first responsibility
in
Game
Development.
John
Young,
the
guardian angel of game production,
gave me
Dave's rules and map in early March. Work got
under way.
..
_
The first step was to familiarize myself with
tactical
games. I read Grenadier, Combat
Command, and Grunt before trying to play
Soldiers. From the start I hoped to make
Soldiers as simple as the historical situation

Soldiers requires SPI's largest counter master (400) to
recreate the variety of nations and unit types that fought
in the opening round of World War One. The Art
Department outdid themselves to show six .different
nationalities. The color combinations are, white on dark

green (British), black on dark green (French), black on
light green (Russian), dark green on light green (Belgian),
white on black (Austrian) and black on grey (German).
Functional Game markers are black on white. The rules
for Soldiers (right) include thirteen scenarios.
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Sullivan. At the time, each hex on the map
represented 50 yards and the basic maneuver
units were platoons. The idea was that on a
higher level, (i.e. company) the battlefield
dominance
of artillery and machine guns
would be diluted. As we soon found out, the
Soldiers
prototype
certainly
avoided
this
problem: the game was a duel between
opposing artillery and machine guns. These
duels were often resolved by a single roll of the
die. Infantry units which attempted to advance
were butchered. Realistic but unplayable? No,
simply unrealistic. There just was not that
much artillery and machine guns in the first
phases of the war. We were showing" their
power
in mini-tactical
situations
which
exaggerated their impact on larger battles
i Sotdters is set in 1914, not 1918),

1
This flow chart illustrates the production
process for Soldiers. Solid lines indicate
direct control by one of the design team
members. Dotted lines indicate advisory
contributions to the develop ment process.
Products, (i.e. finished pieces of work) are
enclosed in square boxes. Processes, (i.e.
the work itself) are enclosed in arrow-head
boxes that indicate the direction of flow of
the work. The two-pointed boxes indicate
an interaction process. Similar diagrams
could be drawn for virtually every SPI
game. The developement of Soldiers took
about eight weeks from prototype to final
version, a further six weeks from final
version
through
artwork
to actual
production.
By the time this MOVES
reaches you, Soldiers will be available for
sale. But then the most dubious step
occurs: the game passes into the tender
hands of the U.S. Postal Service.

So the first thing to change was the scale: Hex
size dou~ed to 100 yards, turn time to ten
minutes
and the
basic
units
became
companies rather than platoons. One thing
that plagued us in these early games was the
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W\X/I TACTICAL COMBAT 1914-1915

"Soldiers are citizens of Deem's grey land"
Soldiers is a tactical
(company
level)
game of
warfare
in
the
brief,
mobile phase at the

Movement Allowance is the basic maximum
number of hexagons which a unit may move in
one Movement Phase.

beginning

- May 19151. In this period of the war armies
were still able to maneuver:
the paralysing
trench lines had not yet been consolidated.

Stacking Value is the relative amount of "space"
the unit occupies in a given hex. No more than a
total of eight Stacking Points may be placed in a
given hex.

GAME

UNIT

of the

First

World

War

(August

1914

The Playing Pieces: the square die-cut pieces
(hereafter
called units or markers) represent
platoon, battery, and company size uni~, military organizations of several different types and
configurations.
The number and symbols represent that unit's abilities with respect to movement and combat.
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Each nationality
had virtually unique combat
formations
and organizations,
which used as
their basic building block the company
of
infantry, squadron of cavalry, and battery of
artillery. The units represented in the game for
each of these nationalities are summarized here.
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EQUIPMENT

The Game Map: the 22" by 28" map shows
terrain typical of the ground the armies of early
World
War I fought
over. It includes
hills of
varying height, towns, woods, a canal, a railroad
line, and a road network. The Terrain Effects
Chart explains
the effects of these terrain
features on movement and combat. A hexagonal
grid has been superimposed
over the map to
enable the Players to determine
movement,
position and firing ranges of their units.

TYPICAL

I'
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I I
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Value

Idenriry

DEFINITION

1~w25

Unit

Howitzer

batrery

~

Howitzer

platoon

~
~

Symbol

__II

41]1,04
Number

Movement

Affowance

OF TERMS

FRENCH (AND JAPANESEI

~

Howiteer

betterv

Howitzer ptstoon

Attack Strength is the basic offensive power of a
unit (see Combat)
Defens.e Strength is the basic defensive power of
a hex, regardless of what units are in that hex
(see Combat).
Range Allowance is the maximum number
hexagons through which a unit may project
Attack Strength, t.e.. fire its weapons.
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its

Infantry

Company

BELGIAN

Machine

~

gun section
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CopyrightO
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(continued
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The
four
maps
shown
trace
the
development
of Soldiers from 1970 to
printing. The first version, Map 1, was Dave
Isby's private prototype. It included coal
tipples by a central cross-roads to replicate
tactical situations at Mons, three small
towns which stayed basically unchanged
through all three versions, a few woods,
and some hills. Map 2 is the first made at
Simulations.
It includes
the infamous
"Wrong Ridge" which should have been a
stream. Dave's stream permanently disappeared from later versions. The second
version expanded the towns and woods of
the original map to provide more cover
while leaving open the center so a "mobile
battle" could develop. In fact the center of
Map 2 became an unobstructed field of fire
for Artillery and Machine Guns and Players
refused to commit their infantry to this
killing ground after a few bad experiences.
One addition in Map 2 was a new railroad.
We planned to playas if the Railroad ran on
a viaduct and provided protection but this
would have created a too well protected
section of the map; in effect the upper left
corner would have been a walled camp. So
railroads were relegated to running on flat
ground and had no effect on combat. The
Usine de Condom on the rail spur was not
only an interesting conversation piece, but
something of a popular waystation
for
passing Machine Gun units which raked
almost the entire central plain from this
excellent cover.
The town in the upper left corner was
named "la Merde" and set the pattern for
an increasingly prurient series of locale
names. Redmond
Simonsen
blew the
whistle on this in the printed version by
deciding to label each woods and town
with a letter.
The third
version
of the
Map was
considerably changed. First of all, a great
deal of urban renewal took place, reducing
the towns from impregnable to assaultable
positions. There was also a defoliation
program of sorts. There had been too
much, and too deep cover before. Soldiers
was intended to show open combat in
World War One, not street fighting or
jungle warfare. Hills were smoothed out a
lot, mostly because the complex and
convoluted ridge system in Map 2 was
literally impossible to write Line of Sight
rules for ..
The ridge at the bottom of Map 2 was
removed and one of the railroads became a
road. The crossroads in the center of the
board accomplished
a very important
object: it provided a goal to be fought over
which did not itself provide cover. This
forces players in certain scenarios to
actually engage in open combat. This third
version is basically the same as Map 4, the
printed version. If you look closely at Map 3
you can see a tiny line of print running
along the edge. The line, which appeared
on all Soldiers play test maps, is from
Wilfred Owen, a British Poet killed in the
last weeks of the war. It reads, "What
passing bells for those who die as cattle?"

IN SOLDIERS
There is really only one tactic in Soldiers
and it was stated with a crude simplicity by
Nathan Bedford Forrest, the Confederate
cavalry genius, "Get thar fustest with the
rnostest." In Soldiers, the winning player is
the one who brings killing firepower to bear
without exposing himself to effective return
fire. "Effective" is a crucial word since it is
practically impossible to destroy an enemy
without coming under some fire.
The key to keeping enemy fire ineffective is
remarkably simple: outflank the enemy fire
positions. The interlocking fields of fire of
enemy units can always be approached and
entered from the flank without facing the
full force of the fire. Blocking Terrain and
frie~~ly units inhibit enemy fire. Freq4~Q~!Y
a.position is held by say six units
hich
ha
' ines of Sight" to the front,
tw
ich can fire to the tla
acle in an enernvjf
used in approaching for a
osition. On defense,' every
sh
be made to deploy in a rounded
posi~ion that is hard to outflank and to go
into Improved Positions with as many units
as possible. The placement of artillery and
Machine Gun units must be done with
great care, especially if the enemy has
some advantage in these arms. Sometimes
victory in a scenario or defeat can be
decided by one artillery duel which makes
any subsequent
infantry action anti-climactic.
The canal provides excellent cover and in
effect, a protected road for moving along.
Hills are valuable for several reasons: they
are superior defensive positions to level
ground and they extend Line of Sight over
Blocking Terrain. The numbers printed on
the hills refer to elevation, a small point that
we failed to mention in the Soldiers rules.
All players should use Interdicti
wh
r possible, since this enabl
enemy assaults. Interdi
arely valuable in ma
d impassaqle tq'th
s.tthat require <the
per use of Interdictiqg
t very difficult

7i

Ing defensive positions in Co
Te
in requires the sacrifice of units which
must "rush" those positions to serve as
"spotters"
to direct the fire of other
Friendly units.
Finally, mounted cavalry is of very limited
utility in Soldiers. In scenarios that demonstrate cavalry actions these units are
obviously significant, but for the most part
cavalry should be advanced to important
positions and dismounted
to fight like
infantry. French cavalry, is more useless
dismounted than mounted. In this case, it
pays to use French cavalry in "kamikaze"
attacks because they really can't do much
else what with those heavy breastplates
and all. In essence, Soldiers will teach you
lessons that will be highly valuable should
you ever go to war: get under cover, dig in,
advance from cover to cover and if posSible
shoot the enemy in the back. AsG
ai,
ut it "You don't win wars
ntry; you win
astard die for

from page 5)

use of cavalry units as Karnikazes. A player
would send his cavalry unit charging up to an
Artillery or Machine Gun unit and wipe it out
while losing the cavalry. While this reflected
the illusions of cavalry commanders in 1914, it
far exceeded
their
operational
ability.
Surprisinqlv we didn't find a simple way to fix
this f(j! .a_long while.
After resolving these most basic problems, I
sat down with Dave to write the first draft rules
for the Friday Night Playtesters. Dave is a
fountain of knowledge, a veritable human Britannica. He provided the information
that
made every exception to a rule possible. As he
explains in a separate article in this MOVES
there was a fine gradation in unit capabilities
and tactical doctrines in 1914 that necessitated
a wide variation in units and rules.
The first draft rules got their baptism of fire the
next Friday. Ah, Friday. It's a sacred ritual at
SPI, the initiation and purification
rites for
every new game. Around 1800 hours the
play testers begin to arrive. AI Nofi deploys
them to various games, and they have at it
Since they only have draft rules and prototype
maps to play with,
the flaws in these
components quickly become apparent
As with all tactical games the "hairiest" and
most worked-over
sections of the Soldiers
rules were the those on Line of Sight, Line of
Fire.
Eventually
all these
rules
were
consolidated under the Combat section. Clear
terminology in this section of the rules can
save Players (and our complaint and question
people) a lot of headaches. Basically, the
problem is that the people working on the
game get too "close" to it The rules become
second
nature to them and they miss
ambiguities. When someone asks a question
like "Can infantry units fire down the hex-side
between two town hexes?" they answer "Of
course not" But the question stems from an
ambiguity in the rules; in this case a provision
that "any unit may fire along the sides of
Blocking Terrain hexes but not through such
hexes."
This seems crystal clear to the designer and
rules writer but muddy to the player. Some
play testers are especially valuable for detecting
this type of fault in a game and using it to win.
Among
play testers
Dave Levine deserves
special mention for this. (For example, while
play testing Winter War Dave managed to
capture
Leningrad
with
his Finns on a
technicalitv.l
Of course, there were many
ambiguities in the early drafts of the Soldiers
rules but they were mostly due to style and
syntax rather than basic contradictions.
There were also problems of organization and
structure. Nothing should be mentioned or
assumed before it has been explained. The
rules must interconnect, with exceptions and
previews
(s.q. see Artillery
for a fuller
explanation)
serving to bind together the
sections of the rules in the same way a straight
jacket binds the arms of a madman. Such
comparisons rush to mind after working on the
ambiguities and loop-holes in a set of rules for
six weeks. In Soldiers, for example, the rules
on Line of Sight seemed like a crumbling dike
which sprung a new leak every time we
plugged an old one. It wasn't until John Young
tried to rewrite the final set of rules that we
found a simple way to relate Direct Fire and
"Observed" Fire. It turned out that every time
a unit was in a position to use Direct Fire
against a given Target it was also able to serve
as an "Observer" to direct other Friendly units'
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fire. Once we realized this, a truckload
of
"dirty" Line of Sight rules literally wound up in
the scrap heap. I can still remember my joy asl
took scissors in hand and cut the Line of Sight
rules to pieces. By this time, we were saying
"good riddance" to any rules that gummed up
mechanics while adding little to realism. The
. memory problems, things like which units had
used up too many Movement Points to fire in a
Fire Phase, which units were disrupted, which
in Improved Positions etc., were solved, for the
most part, by making counters to indicate the
varying status of units. This is easier and surer
than the alternatives which involve paper work
or sheer honesty and memory.
Dave Isby deserves a Victoria Cross for the
laborious research work which enabled him to
produce more than forty scenarios for testing.
The majority of these proved unworkable
as
games. They were historically
accurate but
difficult or impossible to play-balance without
fudging the history too much. As it is, many of
the Soldiers scenarios are unbalanced to some
degree and players should try both sides of a
given scenario
before looking
at it as a
measure of skill. History is simply not replete
with evenly matched, neatly balanced battles.
Most battles were pretty uneven in terms of
force mix, and the simulations context allows
the more powerful
player to exploit
his
advantages in ways his real-life counterpart
could not. We tried several methods for introducing the "Fog of War" or limited intelligence
into Soldiers but found that they made the
game hopelessly "hairy" andlor unreal. After
all, given the 1914 tactical doctrine of relatively
straightforward
attacks,
how much
"fog"
could there be in a piece of terrain a mile
across.
Victory conditions are another key source of
difficulty.
If there is some senseless and
unrealistic way to "fulfill victory conditions"
one of the Friday Night Crew will find it and do
it. Like most gamers, trey play to win:no holds
barred, unless they are specifically forbidden in
the
rules.
Friday
nights
for
the
game
development
team consist of a seemingly
endless series ·of arbitrations of rule disputes,
and notations of corrections on xeroxed rules.
Occasionally, the game designer comes along
and enlightens you about some minor rule he
has been keeping to himself like "from now on
units have no Zones of Control."
Informing
play testers about this kind of rules change is a
nasty task and always draws agonizing groans
and gnashings of teeth. But it's worth it. After
three or four Fridays, a game begins to fall into
shape. The rough edges get smoothed and, as
with Soldiers, the development
team gets
overconfident.
Worse
yet,
one
becomes
physically sick at the mention of the game's
title. Don't get me wrong, Soldiers is a good
game: just don't come around and ask me or
Dave Isby to playa game of it. At least not for
a couple of years. This nausea begins to set in
about the fourth week after the second draft
rules have passed through
John
Young's
hands and the final version has to be typed.
But what seem to be final rules still undergo
changes right up to the last minute.
For
example, Redmond Simonsen, the last rules
editor to touch any game before publication,
read Soldiers off and on for five days and
suggested several changes including a new
way of marking the change in a Cavalry unit's
status from Mounted to Dismounted and vice
versa. The whole process is outlined in the
genealogy chart for Soldiers in this article. Jim
Dunnigan
also got his chance
to assert
designer's machismo and make some changes

at the last minute. Finally the process was
over. Soldiers was finished; rules, map, and
counters were sent to the printers. For Dave
Isby and lour respite from Soldiers will be all
too
brief.
After
we
get
back
all our
components,
proof-read
them
and begin
shipping we'll enjoy a few weeks peace. But
inevitably,
some otherwise
sunny summer
morning will be destroyed by a small pile of
Soldiers letters lying on my desk. I'll reluctantly
tear open the first one and read some classic
query such as "Dear S&T, under Combat case
(Al you say 'after
the first
Player has
completed
firing his units the Enemy Player
may return fire.' What I want to ask is: who is
the Enemy Player?"
-Lenny Glynn

PART 2:
The Historical
Background
The opening days of the First World War saw
the death of the old Europe and the terrible
birth of the new. As Edward Grey said, the
lights went out allover
Europe. When the
smoke cleared, the structured, ordered, world
of the 19th century was, along with 20 million
people, a casualty of the First World War.
Instead of an ordered civilization,
strange
things such as "communism,"
"fascism"
and
"Czechoslovakia"
set the stage for a century
of turmoil.
In 1914, however,
the "final
arbitrators"
of the situation were the armies. It
is how these armies met in battle in the early
days of the war that the game Soldiers is
concerned with.

Soldiers is a tactical warga me, meaning it deals
with the clash of the brigades or regiments,
rather than the armies, of nations. The battles
between the nations have already been presented in game form, in Avalon Hill's 1914 and
Simulation's
Tannenburg, but Soldiers is of a
different scope, showing not what happened
when Germany attacked France, but rather
what happened when specific units, trained,
organized,
and equipped
in accord with a
nation's military dogma, met in a specific area
on a specific date. A tactical game shows not
only how the training, equipment, and organization of each nation interacted, but also the
options
open to a brigadier,
colonel
or
lieutenant in 1914.
Soldiers is played on a mapsheet

with each
hexagon representing
100 meters of terrain
and each game-turn 10 minutes of time. This
time and distance scale was selected because
it shows the interaction of all types of arms.
The units represent companies of infantry, of
about 250 men, machine gun units are shown
as companies of six weapons or sections of
two. Cavalry is in squadrons, about 150 men
and horses, and the artillery was in 8, 6 or 4
gun batteries, with 6 the most common. These
batteries can be broken down into two-gun
platoons as well. Lenny Glynn's article describes the changes in scale we had to make
before settling on this. Platoons and 44 meter
hexes were just about the only feasible scale,
and I used to think, the best. But we found that
the 100 meter scale showed quite accurately
the percentage of casualties caused by each
type of weapon. It also does not permit one to
use unrealistic tactics. The tactics employed in
Soldiers are those used by the combatants in
1914-15, the player must use these to the best
of his ability if he is to successfully
play

Soldiers.

As with just about any tactical game, the heart
of Soldiers is its scenarios. As it stands now,
the game has thirteen scenarios, plus a solitaire
game. One of the biggest problems in producing Soldiers was researching the scenarios. In
fact, I did the research for some 40-odd
scenarios. The ones in the game are the best.
There was one basic criterion
for each
scenario: could decent information
on troop
strengths and deployment be found? This was
often a problem, and this brings us to the
sources used to flesh out the scenarios. The
major source was the multi-volumed
official
histories of Britain and France, my ignorance
of German preventing
effective
use of the
German history Der Weltkrieg. The British
history is far and away better than the French.
Not only is it in English, with data on weaponry
and organizations
that the French lacks, but
most important,
it goes into great detail on
small unit actions. Every scenario involving the
British, except the attack on Tsing-Tau, which
I got from the history of the South Wales
Borderers, one of the units involved, used the
Official History as its source. Some of the
scenarios were, however, originally researched
from "popular"
histories such as Terraine's
Mons and Tyng's The Marne. Most of the
other scenarios came from popular histories or
the French offical history. Unfortunately,
much
of this data was less than complete.
The
Russian front scenarios, with the exception of
numbers 6 and 12, were merely expansions of
brief mentions, and the names of the units
those which were in the vicinity at the time of
the battle.
Several situations
were included
for their
historical interest, such as the "Massacre
of
the Innocents"
and the Charge of the 9th
Lancers. But many other historically important
scenarios were rejected because they were just
too difficult
to make into decent games.
Several other actions I wanted
to include
proved impractical because the course of the
battle was changed by super-human efforts on
the part of one or a few individuals. The Battles
of Nery, where a single British gun held off a
German divisional attack, or Ethe, where one
French company forced a German division to
retreat from a possibly decisive attack, are
examples.
Exceptions
of this type proved
impossible to incorporate
in a game.
I had hoped to include, among the scenarios in
of the 2nd Worcesters at Ghevault, probably the most decisive single battalion action of the war. So I
dashed off a scenario based on an account in a
popular history. It didn't work out. Research
into other sources,
including
the official
history, showed that the counterattack
could
not be taken out of context from the events on
its flanks, which enlarged the scope of the
action beyond the scale of Soldiers. Then I
found out that no one was quite sure where
the German forces were at the time of the
attack. Attempts
to relate the details of the
action mentioned
in the official history with
those in other works only led me to wonder
whether they were describing the same battle.
As I was under time pressure, I was forced
reluctantly,
to let the idea drop. Once I had
done the historical
research
for a given
scenario, it then had to be translated to the
context of the game. It is a difficult thing to
make 13· very different
battles fit on one
mapsheet and still retain historical accuracy.
The same is true of the victory conditions. This
is the area where things must be most finely
adjusted. This "fine tuning" was done by Nick
Maffeo who played each one of the forty-odd
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scenarios
several times, seeing if it was
balanced and if it played well. If there was
something wrong, Nick and I sat down and
discussed
what
changes
could
be made
to make the scenario balanced and workable,
while still retaining historical accuracy. Some
of the scenarios,
however,
are deliberately
unbalanced, although most of them are fairly
even. My attempts,
which
I hope were
successful,
to get scenarios that work also
proved to be one of the most difficult parts of
the design work.
Wars are fought
with weapons,
and any
wargame, especially a tactical one, must show
the relative effectiveness
of the weapons of
the period. The events of the First World War
were dictated by the types of weapons used,
yet the weapons of 1914 did not provide the
decisive
means to break open the war.
Machine guns and massed artillery could, and
did, produce a stalemate, but they could not
open the stalemate up.
In 1914, there were three arms: infantry,
cavalry and artillery. The infantry was organized into companies of approximately
250 men
and armed with bolt-action rifles. These rifles,
however,
varied greatly
in quality,
which
accounts
for
the
differences
in Attack
Strength in the infantry companies of different
nations. The attack strength also reflects ·the
training of the soldiers in 1914. A rifle is
worthless if you can't hit anything with it which is what was happening in 1918. The
calculations for the attack strength of a unit
also included
the amount
of ammunition
available to it. The high attack strength (11) of
a British infantry company is because they
used the Lee-Enfield, the world's finest service
rifle, and because they were the best trained
army in the world. The men were all longserving volunteers,
not unenthusiatic
conscripts as in other European armies. Years of
service and their excellent rifle enabled British
soldiers to sustain a rate of fire of 15 rounds
per minute, at ranges up to 800 yards. Better
shots could get off upwards of 30 rounds per
minute and hit targets over a mile away. To
sustain these high rates of fire, they carried
large amounts
of ammunition.
All in all, a
formidable force. The Germans had as good an
army in 1914 as possible, based on conscripts.
The German rifle, the Mauser '98, wasn't bad,
and as long as they had officers and NCOs
directing
fire, the average German soldier
could get off 10 rounds per minute, although
not as well aimed as the British. The Germans
also had larger units and their ammunition
supply was good. This resulted in the German
infantry company of 1914 receiving the fairly
good attack strength of seven in Soldiers. The
Belgian infantry was superior to the Germans
in most respects, but not by much. This,
coupled with the slightly smaller units, also
kept the Belgians at seven. The Belgian army,
in fact, was armed and trained much along
German lines. The French are conspicuous
because of their low attack strength of three,
the lowest of any infantry company. This is
due to many reasons. First, the French had not
trained their conscript army as well as they
might have. Many men did not know their jobs.
When the men who did not know their jobs
turned out to be ranking officers, the results
were bloody. This is shown in several Soldiers
scenarios, where French units make poorly
supported frontal assaults. The main French
failing was their rifle, the Lebel '86. Unlike the
other rifles in use in 1914, which could be
loaded with clips of up to ten rounds, the Lebel
had to have each round fed into its magazine

individually, by hand. French companies were
also small and lacked low-level control and
direction. The British were able to keep their
cohesion
because of superior training
and
skilled troops, the Germans because of their
rigid and well-thought-out
systems of command, but the French disdained the German
system as overly authoritarian
and their men
lacked the British training.
The tactics of 1914 were probably the greatest
cause of the bloodbath
World
War One
became. The technological
advances in weaponry had outstripped
advances in tactics.
Weaponry
overpowering
tactics had been a
. trend since 1815. Much too often in 1914, an
advance consisted of rows of men walking
through the open in an attempt to dislodge the
enemy from a position. All armies except the
British trained their troops to attack in this
manner. In theory, the advancing troops would
not be stopped by enemy fire, and would force
the enemy to withdraw
by the threat of the
bayonet. If enemy fire did stop the attacking
force, they would lay down, shoot up the
defending troops, then resume the advance.
Sounds simple? Try this on your Soldiers
game. Using these tactics, a defender in covering terrain or in "improved positions"
(dug-in)
can defeat an attacker four or five times larger.
Most nations held to this idea throughout
the
war. The Germans, for example, until they
thought
of "modern"
infiltration
tactics in
1918, believed that the way to defeat a defense
before sending in one of the usual attacks was
to "soften
up"
the enemy
positions
by
bombarding it. But in 1914 there wasn't always
enough artillery, and by the time more artillery
was available,
the enemy was usually entrenched, and the resulting week-long
bombardments still could not crack the defense
lines. The French carried the idea of an attack
to extremes. They were convinced that their
men would not be deterred by the fire of the
enemy and would keep going and clear the
enemy position. Neither the French, nor most
others, thought that attacking troops stopped
by fire would be forced to dig in. Many nations
did not even bother to train their troops to dig,
This is reflected in Soldiers by the Improved
Position rule. Using this rule, a unit rolling a
certain
number
may double
the defense
strength of the hex it is in. Some nations'
troops go into Improved Positions easier than
others. The "stupidity
factor" also enters into
this. An officer may fail to give the order to
"take cover" and his conscript troops would
not know enough to do it themselves.
The
French were bad in all departments.
Very few
Frenchmen
carried spades, they were not
supposed
to dig in, and their generally
half-trained
troops would not dig in without
orders from their equally half-trained officers.
The Germans
were better off, especially
because they had more spades and their
cohesion was better. Thus the Germans may
enter improved positions on a die roll of "1" or
"2" while the French will only do it on a "1" ..
Of the 10 Million soldiers who died in the First
World War, some 39% were killed by bullets.
Most of these bullets were from a weapon
some people, such as Marshals Foch, Haig,
von Falkenhyn, Joffre and Kitchener, regarded
in 1914 as a "noisy toy," the machine gun.
Most nations attached
one section of two
machine
guns to each battalion
of four
companies. The Belgians and sometimes even
the Russians would attach a few extra machine
guns when they had them. The Germans
grouped their machine guns together in groups
of six. This was not an effective
way of

organizing things - the machine guns tended
to be over-concentrated
and they were used in
the front of the firing line, rather than being
placed in more vital positions on the flanks.
Their guns also had armored gunshields and
were mounted
on sleds, year round. Most
machine guns were Maxim types, except for
the French who used the air-cooled Hotchkiss
and the Austrians who used the Schwarzlose,
both inferior weapons.
The British Machine
Gun units are strong because of the training of
the crews, while the Belgian guns were
exceptionally
mobile, being mounted in light
carts pulled by trained dogs. The Russians
suffered from a lack of trained personnel and
ammunition,
which is also reflected in their
attack strength.
The German machine· gun
company could break down into three sections
if the need arose, although they usually would
not. They were less effective broken down as
the section
leaders were not trained
for
independent
action and all the ammunition
was held by company HO. So they performed
less well broken down.
The Artillery was the great killer of the First
World War, casuing 58% of the casualties.
Most of the artillery was basically the same field guns bertween 75 and 84 millimeters in
caliber. The British, Germans and Austrians
also used light field howitzers, slightly heavier
than the guns, which were able to fire high
angles over terrain such as woods and ridges
which would normally block their fire. This is
represented in Soldiers, as they can fire over
covering terrain and also extend their range
with the aid of a spotting unit. The range of
artillery in Soldiers, as with all other weapons is
the effective range. For example, while British
rifles could hit targets a mile away, they did
their real destruction at closer ranges. Artillery
ranges were also limited by visibility and the
poor communications
of the era. One feature
of artillery
was their ability to put down
"curtains of fire" that enemy troops would not
advance through.
This was used to isolate
sections of the battlefield. Machine guns could
also execute a similar maneuver. These tactics
are represented in Soldiers by the interdiction
rule. Of the artillery units in Soldiers, the most
unique is the French. These were the famous
French '75's. They were trained to use any
available cover, much more so than other
nation's artillery, so in Soldiers they are the
only artillery that can enter Improved Positions
during the course of the game. Being light and
mobile and again, being trained for it, they are
able to move and fire in the same phase.
Probably the most direct link to the Middle
Ages in 1914 (aside from the German conduct
of the occupation
of Belgium)
was the
cavalry. As it had been since Alexander the
Great, cavalry was a man on a horse with a
sword. Unfortunately,
what worked in 1066
would not work in 1914. Even more unfortunately, most cavalry commanders
did not
believe this. In 1914, all cavalrymen were still
equipped with either the sabre or lance. As a
somewhat
grudging
concession
to reality,
most carried a carbine as well. These carbines,
lightened versions of infantry rifles, were less
effective than normal rifles. The French and
Russian carbines, however, were somewhat
ridiculous, being similar to ones used in the
Franco-Prussian
War. In the French case, it
wa·s made worse by the fact that some 25% of
their cavalry still wore body armor, just like the
knights in the Middle Ages, and if these
armored cavalry were ordered to "hit the dirt"
they would be so weighed down they couldn't
get up. All this would be rather funny if so
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many brave men who believed that cavalry was
still the decisive arm had not been killed finding
out the idiocy of their beliefs. The British, as
usual, injected a note of realism into the
picture. Their cavalry carried the same rifle as
the infantry and was trained to fight dismounted as well, since the excellent British
-cavalrv doctrine saw the main role for cavalry
to be dismounted fighting.
One of the hardest problems in Soldiers or any
Twentieth century tactical game is writing
rules for visibility and line of sight that are both
accurate and playable. In his article, Lenny
Glynn talks about the great difficulties we had
figuring out these rules. Basically, one cannot
hit what one cannot see. Troops in woods or in
built-up areas will avail themselves. of the
concealment. Any rule that would permit units
to fire at what they cannot see would have to
be coupled with an ammunition
limitation,
complications I would be loath to get tangled
in.
One of the more difficult parts in the research
for Soldiers was the Combat Results Table the infamous "CRT". Working out a playable
and accurate CRT was a prerequisite to any
serious play testing of Soldiers. A CRT had to
relate the chances of the firepower of a
specific unit, represented by its attack strength
to its chances of doing damage to a unit in a
certain sort of terrain. The number of bullets
that were supposed to hit was found in
contemporary
books on rifles and tactics.
Further research into the topic showed that
almost all the time, small units which were
"destroyed"
were not wiped out to the last
man, although
this did happen in some
instances. Rather, a unit which took heavy
enough casualties would lose its cohesion and
command control and become useless for
fighting during the relatively short span of time
represented by a Soldiers scenario. In most
cases in Soldiers, a "destroyed"
unit is one in
which between 33% and 66% of the men have
become casualties along with almost all of the
officers and NCOs. The unit is no longer an
effective fightir:1g force and in the context of
the game, is destroyed. "Disruption"
is a
harder term to define. When a unit is
disrupted, it means that the effects of enemy
fire, regardless of whether they have produced
casualties or not, have interefered with the
command control of a unit enough for it to be
unable to take any definite action, the classic
situation of troops pinned down under fire is
represented in Soldiers by disruption. In fact,
the play test versions of Soldiers used the word
"pinned" instead of disruption. These results,
combine with the effect of fire on units in
different sort of terrain. For example, if a
French cavalry squadron of 150-odd men
charges a German machine gun company of
six Spandau machine guns, the Soldiers CRT
would make every Frenchman a casualty 4.5
times. In Soldiers, the odds would be 34-1
against the cavalry - absolutely no chance of
survival. The CRT reflects the possibilities
open in 1914. One can use the enormous
amount of firepower
to create a deadly
stalemate, or use it to open up the enemy
position. The CRT gives you the material. The
choice of how to use it is the player's.
- David C. Isby

Would You Like to Work at SPI1
Just about everyone at SPI has one thing in
common. They were originally subscribers
to S& T or dyed-in-the-wool
game freaks.
We are still expanding rather rapidly and
find that we continually need new people.
To save us some trouble (and perhaps get
some of you an interesting job), we decided
to go right to the source of most of our
present employees: the people who use our
products.
The following types of jobs are open from
time to time:
EDITORIAL
editing and, in general.
taking good care of the written material we
generate here (including game rules). Also
involves working
on games and doing
research. Requirements for the job: maturity, sense of responsibility, ability to get
along with a collection of crazy people,
ability to keep track of a whole bunch of
things at once. Should be able to write
clearly and proofread. Above all you have
to able to do what's asked of you and get
the job done. College education not necessary; should be over 18. Salary: 500+ (per
month) to start. Rapid raises after that if
you can hack it.
GRAPHICS

-

Two positions are available:

Boardman: Heavy mechanicals, some layout, type-styling and spec. Must have good
drafting ability and good general knowledge of art-preparation
for offset reproduction. Must be able to work with a
minimum of direction. One to three years of
prior professional experience is a necessity.
Will be expected to have (or acquire) a
detailed knowledge of simulation games.
Salary: $600 to $700 per month to start,
increases commensurate with ability and
performance.
Assistant
Boardman:
Mechanicals
and
pasteup, supporting work for designers,
diagramatic and chart work. Must be able
to do neat and precise work. Must have
familiarity with offset reproduction requirements. Recent graduate of accredited art
school or two years professionaL .. experience. Salary: $500 to $540 per month to
start. Salary and responsibility increases
with ability and performance.

FINANCE: there are a number of responsible jobs permanently open in this area and
more that will open in the future. Basically
there is a full charge bookkeeping position
involving General Ledger and all subsidiary
journals and ledgers, including Accounts
Receivable and Payable, Cash Receipts and
Cash Disbursements, etc. No educational

background is necessary (though nice), but
operational background (experience) is a
must. Then there is a higher level accounting job involving supervision of two or more
bookkeepers (and helping them finish the
work when necessary - no pride in this
job!) constantly
updating cost analysis,
verifying and maintaining outside supplier
costs, cash flow analysis, etc. This job
requires some education (preferably at least
two years of accounting in college), as well
as some experience. Areas of knowled.ge
needed are taxes (local, state and federal),
all bookkeeping, some statistics, and preferably a little computer experience.
In both jobs we hope to get people qualified
to develop games. We are perfectly willing
to take young people out of school and give
them the practical experience needed if
they are enthusiastic and work hard.
The bookkeeping job starts at $500 per
month, with increases based on performance and ability to assume responsibility.
The accountant starts at $600 per month or
more, depending on qualifications.
It is
expected that this will be a high growth job
for anybody willing to work long hours and
perform.
The salary will be increased
rapidly after a short probationary period;
basically it goes up to what we can afford.
To apply for any of these jobs simply write
us a letter (don't call or come in) telling us
all about yourself. Also let us know when
you could start working (assuming you
liked what you saw after we'd talked to
you). Some of these jobs are open now, but
probably not for long. What we'd like to do
is build up a file of people who want to
work here. When a job opens up we'll just
start working our way down the list.
Working Conditions: You wear what you
want to work and have considerable
flexibility in your working hours. The main
thing is to get the job done with the
minimum amount of noise and aggravation.
There's a company health-insurance plan
which will keep you alive if you get
wrecked. We have our own typesetting
facilities and an IBM System 3 computer to
keep track of details. Cash flow averages
over $12,000 a week as of August '72 and
we're producing one magazine and over
two games a month. So there's a lot of
work.
If you're interested, and think you can fit in
around here, write us:
Personnel Dept.
Simulations Publications
44 East 23rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10010

Inc.,

